FC commented that on the front of C1, one of the panels isn’t fitting properly. DD stated the issue is
the 2 bottom engraved panels are at the wrong orientation, creating 1/8” difference. The panels have to
be placed the way they were originally installed because of this slight difference.
FC asked if the lower two panels on C1 will be changed. DD states only if we want to proceed;
visually C1 front is not but terrible, but the back of C1 is unsightly and the front of C2 front is very
unsightly.
DD reported that each replacement panel has cost us $400; engraving is $1,000 per panel ($250 per
niche). FC comments that this is a structure that will be here forever and he would like it fixed now
while they are still on the board, so in the future no one can say it doesn’t look right. Suggests the
board addresses making the investment now. Costs are estimated at $2,000 to fix the front and $3,000
to fix the back on C1. JH suggests changing the center panel on C1 because of the spacing. DD states
fixing that panel may possible look better, leaving only one panel incorrect. FC suggests going
forward with replacing this center panel.
JH asked if a solution could be to fill in the bottom. FC explains that is not possible due to the
construction of the columbariums.
JH asked if DD reached out to company who made the columbarium, asking if anyone had
encountered this problem in the past. DD was told most engraving is done on site, which could be
considered, but now the panels are marked on top to avoid this problem. FC states having it on site
may not give the same results and highly suggest having the panels taken down to be engraved.
FC questioned coloring on C 2. DD stated the spare panels were ordered after C1 was built, and
although the granite is the same, it may be from a different lot/area which could result in a color
variance. Spare panels for C2 were ordered when it was built.
FC asked if the right side up and down panels on the backside of C1 will be changed. DD suggested
changing those 2 panels and Hazelton panel. Because these panels are not fully engraved, the cost will
be less. On C2, there are 2 blanks so costs would only encompass engraving at $1800 approx., which
will complete C2 quickly.
DD will inquire with Ackerman’s in regards to refinishing the used panels (polishing the back) for
reuse, and the cost of refinishing compared to purchasing new panels. DD will also get a quote from
Watertown for new panels, which may be discounted if delivered along with C3.
JH questioned how to pay for modifications, but suggested discussing it at the next meeting when
quotes are available. DD stated the cemetery gift maintenance fund has $ 9200.00 and annual expense
budget is $3500, which should cover costs, but needs to be weighed with the cost of moving forward
with Legacy Mark.
JH started an open discussion asking if the niche panels can be engraved on site to avoid the
orientation problem? FC stated this problem will not happen again now that the panels will be marked
on the top. DD is confident the problem will be avoided.
FC – Motions to table the discussion until next meeting requesting quotes are presented to address the
complete resolution of C1 and C2. WS seconds the motion.
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The motion carried.
DD updated the committee on the Oak Hill Cemetery acquisition. The town is waiting to get final
signature and notarization on one deed and a Mylar of the plan, which will be sent to registry to be
recorded. Anticipates it will be done before end of 2015 to obtain clear title and ownership of the Oak
Hill Cemetery.
DD updated the committee on the Legacy Mark Database Map stating the price is $3500. $4000 was
authorized at the previous meeting. The mapping will be ordered once recorded and is Town property.
DD discussed the priority of projects: mapping vs columbarium. FC comments that the columbarium
should take the priority. FH agrees. DD states the database can be completed in July when the new
budget is available. FC asked if there funding left in the expenses of Oak Hill. DD explained it was all
transferred into the gift fund. FC stated the committee needs to reallocate our expense to
accommodate another cemetery in the future.
DD discussed the Cemetery Expansion stating the fenced in area looks like it is part of the cemetery. It
isn’t known who erected the fence. Once the cemetery land is owned by the Town, W/S Development
will be asked if they are willing to grant the Town an easement or sell the land.
DD stated the bids for Columbarium 3 at Scott Cemetery will be opened 12-3-2015. The concrete
foundation is marked for DPW excavation, which may be poured this fall, weather permitting.
JH read the agenda for Gravesite & Niche Sales, Activities, and Monuments. There were no Niche
purchases or Niche interments. There were seven (7) Grave Purchase – Sawyer(2), Burr (3), Sutton
(2), one (1) burials – Burr (urn) and two (2) monuments – Daniel & Susan Carlisle (Center Cem),
Lanctot/Bonin (Scott Cem)
FC commented that next to the 4-grave section, the first plot has a head stone, the second one doesn’t
have a headstone, but has two bushes, which were recently planted. FC suggests after the holiday, a
general statement be issued that all decorations, flowers and shrubs will be removed per Rules and
Regulations as of April 1. General notice will be posted on the sign board. FC suggests using
Cablevision also.
FC commented on a niche that had some duct taped on C1 attached a vase & flower by hook. FC
commented on having been speaking to the people at the Cape cemetery. He would like to have future
discussion about changing the hardware on the columbariums to avoid having the niches opened by
anyone other than staff.
FC requested that a temporary marker be used on all niches when the order is placed to open the niche,
as previously discussed with DD. DD agreed to this practice.
FC motions to set our next meeting to April 14, 2016 2:00pm
WS seconds the motion. The motion carried.
JH adjourns the meeting.
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